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Gc~manDemocrtstic Republic

Meetlngw
The division has held two asetingw in Fzaakfwt a.M. sine@ the fifth
session of the grcup of ex@rter, I%ID~& QII Xbvellmbar l.3, 1974 &nd oxi &uwz.ry 30,
1975. They were rrninly concornsd wi9h the items on the provirsional agenda for
thie conference.
Iti wan felt that mo~?'expertiP wo)[3eevaintually able to
micip&e
at the sesoioz~a of the group Df experts, if it were concentrated
on two weeb end prevented from too many questions of simple procedure. T&z
chairmen of the diviraion was aerked to express this opinion in 8 letter to the
organiting body of the Orm.

The division has set UD B German txsn&xtion
of the "Gloosar~ of Terminolov
suggeation6 wi1lbe I&3&! direet~$
for t& Standrardizntion of G&gm~hicsl Wmd.
to the chafmn of this vrktng group.
Training

Course

The division Aruy eupports the i.nvig&ion of the D&ch qvernment to
organlee a trairhg
COUF~Qat the ITI? In Enscheds in Spring 1976. Sevwal
experts of the' division hove accepted to give their personal asrafetance to such
a CourB@.
Igpbtioua.3.Gazetteers_
Austria has nearly completed the preparation of a Gwgr~phicel Gazetteer
of,Austria.
About 53QO namm have been selected on the base of the Goner&l bp
of Austria l:~,OQO,
391~areaand draft has been approved by the Atintrian
Academy of Science, Zt will be published a8 B con&se gazetteer according to
resolution 35 of the Second Confemnce of the UN for the Standardieation
of
Oeographica.1 lbmz8 in London.
/ .. .

The Federal Republfe of Cerw
has undertaken a preprojeet in order to
study the preparation of such a gazetteer by data processing.
About U&O00
names shall be incorporated in a first version.
A spcial workiw paper
has been submitted.
In GMzerland
research organizations consider to start a simtlk
project for data collection
of the names contained in the National &p 1:2OO,WCI
hoping that this initial
step might finally
lead to a gazetteer according to
the proposals of London.
Bibliography

of &netters

and dlossariea

!khe divinion takes great interest, in this activity
directed by one of its
experts; It hopes that such a bibliography
can be published goon after the
Sixth &?ssion of the Oroup of Experts and expresses the wish that the bibliography
be kept up-to-date by a periodical supplement published by the tom,
Reduction of Rxoyme
The division
considers the definition
of %xonym" as given in London as a
good base to understand the problema of exonyms. !Ehe position of the division
is still the s-0 as the one expressed In Its paper ~24 in London. We feel that
the efficiency
of a division cannot be measured by the number of exonyms
eliminated in each period.
There are a few means to influence the reductiox
rate of these exonyms. $ut we mainly depend on the current development of the
vocabulary of a language.

For the German language the %TJDEW,W@rterbuch geographiachar Ramen", 1st
YOlume aRurope without USSR@,edited by St%nd$ger Ausschuss f& geographfeche i!&men’“’
and published 19% by Bibliographisches
Institut
Nuuiheim, can be considered as
the actti
list of exonyms for the German langusge area* It must, however, be
mentioned that the German Democratic RspUblfc wag not yet a member of this group
at fha fitw of cmpilation
of this volume.
Xn the meantime the mAusttlelnuasOB has
COntbued ifs work concerning the rest of the world. Xt'can be taken as certain
that in revisions of these volumes the exonyms having become obsolete in the
meantime will be eliminated.
A ape&al list of exonyms for the Gernzn language
is therefore not considered.
The Hether$mds will
Final

submit a paper by its own (Working Paper Wo. 9).

Rem&u

2he Bivioion is not aware of major problems in ita area for which it might
be neeesaary to find a camon solution.
Most problems are to be solved on the
natiozml level.
However, the members of the division appreciate very much the
exchanpe of mutual information and experience that has become possible throu&
the existence of the division.
It ban been observed that this exehange of
experience sponsors the development in this field in those areaa where LBcommm
standard has noCyet been reached.

